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Peppa Pig Little Golden Book Boxed Set (Peppa Pig) 2023-09-05 this adorable boxed set contains five peppa pig little golden books this boxed set features five peppa pig little golden books including friendship day hooray for snow peppa's perfect day peppa's pumpkin day and we love you mummy pig it's the perfect gift for children ages 2 to 5 peppa pig is a loveable little pig who lives with her younger brother george mummy pig and daddy pig peppa loves playing games dressing up visiting exciting places and making new friends but her absolute favorite thing is jumping up and down in muddy puddles peppa pig airs daily on nick jr and focuses on strong brand values that parents and kids identify with family friendship trust humor and life experiences Peppa Pig Little Library 2003 six delightful mini peppa storybooks in a slip case the six books together make a jigsaw Peppa Pig's Little Library 2007-09 learn to read with peppa pig first time readers can now follow along with peppa while they learn their phonics sounds this set includes ten peppa pig stories written specifically to help children learn short vowel sounds as well as two phonics workbooks to practice all in a sturdy box with a plastic handle PEPPA PIG PEPPA PHONICS BOXED 2017-07-25 first time readers can now follow along with peppa while they learn their phonics sounds this set includes ten peppa pig stories written specifically to help children learn short vowel sounds as well as two phonics workbooks to practice all in a sturdy box with a plastic handle Peppa Pig Phonics [boxed Set] 2017 fans will treasure this beautiful hardcover collection of seven charming peppa pig stories in one book seven peppa pig stories in one book in this timeless storybook treasury enjoy seven charming tales about everyone's favorite little piggy peppa from peppa's first slumber party to the adventures of princess peppa and sir george the brave knight this collection of classic stories is sure to delight any peppa pig fan this collection includes the story of peppa pig best friends george catches a cold princess peppa george's new dinosaur peppa's first slumber and playtime for peppa and george Peppa's Storybook Collection (Peppa Pig) 2017-10-31 learn to read with peppa and friends first words with peppa is a levelled reading series of peppa pig stories for children who are learning to read the series is based on the dolch sight words list a list of the 220 most common words found in children's english language reading material the five levels of first words with peppa are suitable for children aged 4 6 or younger if supported by an adult this level 1 box set includes four storybooks and four sticker activity books with helpful reading tips for parents games to encourage repetition and audio available for all of the stories first words with peppa is a fun way for children to learn to read each storybook features a story from the well loved peppa pig tv episodes retold to introduce around ten sight words these words are repeated regularly throughout the story it is through this repetition that children become familiar with the words and begin to recognise them any words in the story that aren't sight words character names or important nouns are phonically decodable so that children can use their phonics knowledge to read these extra words included in this box the four stories in first words with peppa level 3 are captain daddy pig mummy pig's birthday the castle and the scarecrow they introduce the following sight words after again an any ask as by could every fly from give going had has her him his how just know let live may of old once open over put round some stop take thank them then think walk were and when First Words with Peppa Level 3 Box Set 2021-04-29 the perfect christmas book collection for little readers join peppa and friends as they help rescue santa's reindeer bake some festive treats and play in the snow presented in a slipcase box this collection makes an ideal christmas gift once you've done reading the back of the four books make a jigsaw featuring four brand new stories this mini book collection is perfect for peppa's biggest fans SUPER FUN STORY BOX 2022 see below for english description dans cet ensemble de 10 livres les lecteurs débutants pourront suivre peppa et ses amis dans leurs aventures tout en apprenant de nouveaux mots les histoires sont spécialement conçues pour aider les enfants à développer leurs compétences en lecture les 10 livres de 16 pages chacun sont rassemblés dans une solide boîte très pratique first time readers can now follow along with peppa while they learn new vocabulary this set includes ten sixteen page peppa pig stories written specifically to help children build reading confidence the ten books are packaged in a convenient and sturdy box original title peppa pig peppa phonics boxed set New Adventures Story Box 2019-06-25 three more delightful christmas romantic comedies from cp ward collected together for the first time fans of christmas will love this warmhearted fireside reads full of humour and christmas magic christmas at the marshmallow cafe when downtrodden checkout assistant bonnie green receives a letter from a mysterious uncle she can hardly believe her eyes gifted a hundred year lease on a famous cafe situated in the middle of a mythical theme park bonnie sets off with her best friend debbie on an adventure to a hidden valley in the lake district where they will find new friendship love and happiness all set against the magic of christmas and more marshmallows than they can possibly eat christmas at snowflake lodge plumber jessica lemond is determined not to follow in her parents footsteps by living off her famous
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grandfather’s fortune however when the old timer himself elopes to scotland with suspicions over the recent death of his much younger third wife hanging over his head and a private detective on his tail it is left to jessica to follow and clear up the mess happy to escape from her nightmarish lodger doreen she heads to the remote snowflake lodge with her young trainee kirsten in tow however snowflake lodge with its oddball staff and very dodgy plumbing is not how it appears in the brochure among the beautiful scottish scenery and with more hot chocolate and mince pies than she can possibly handle can jessica find something she didn’t even know she was looking for christmas at log fire cabins christmas is coming but hardworking single mother sophie wilkins is tired teenage stropfest daughter elizabeth and oddball outcast son david take up so much of her energy that she has little left to cope with her second ex husband the irritating jeremy who won’t take no for an answer when her parents suggest a family christmas trip to a scottish campsite resort called log fire cabins it could be just what she needs peace and quiet in the middle of a secluded pine forest but with things really turn out as she hopes will jessica really get the message this time or will someone new appear to sweep her off her feet

**Peppa Pig: Christmas Little Library** 2022-10-05 peppa and her friends are having the best halloween ever at playgroup it’s the spookiest time of the year and peppa is having a brilliant time at playgroup peppa and her friends are dressing up playing games and best of all they get to pick a treat everyone will love this spooktacular book

**Peppa Pig : la Boîte à Lecture** 2019-09 join peppa and george in their brilliant adventures playing with mermaids unicorns narwhals and dragons perfect for little readers this is a charming collection of chunky books featuring everyone’s favourite peppa pig characters presented in a beautiful slipcase box a great gift for fans of peppa the backs of the four books come together to make magical jigsaw

**Peppa Pig 2 X Set 2** 2013 when your child struggles with learning to read it can feel overwhelming what causes reading difficulties how can you support your child on the road to a rich and rewarding literacy life drawing on her dual expertise as a literacy specialist and a psychotherapist diane tracey takes a unique and holistic approach to supporting children’s health and emotional well being along with their reading skills in this straightforward knowledgeable guide she explains exactly how the reading process works and what you can do to foster literacy development every step of the way filled with checklists fun activities to do with kids and insightful stories this compassionate resource gives you tools to help a struggling reader of any age become an avid book lover

**Peppa Pig Phonics** 2017 like iced tea love is a perfect blending of the bitter and sweet to have something worth savoring the women in these six stories ignore religious and racial difference to find someone who serves as the perfect balance they know and prove flavors that are perfect on their own can come together to create something that requires celebrating from mixed up place settings at a wedding reception to forgoing an elaborate ceremony for exchanging vows in front of a magistrate after a night of civil disobedience the women in these stories pursue their passions on their way to wedded bliss creating the flavor that suits each other perfectly.
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to evaporate with each passing moment but as long as Tyler is breathing I have to keep fighting. I am fighting for
choice they are here. The perfect lie. Book 3. This was supposed to be so easy. We go out west and start a new life
home. He’s my obsession and I’m his addiction. There’s a knock on my door. Time is running out. I have to make a
yell at him. Our lips touch and I can’t pull away. The perfect cover. Book 2. He doesn’t belong here. He is tall
gorgeous and handsome and with a dark secret. Everyone in the country is looking for him and he’s hiding in my
Peppa’s Magical Creatures Little Library
Peppa Pig: Peppa’s Best Halloween. 2021-08-19. Books 4 to 6 in the million copy bestselling Tom Gray action
thriller series. Tom Gray is enjoying time with his family after the birth of his daughter. Now three months old and
just wants an easy home life. However, trouble has a way of finding him while he is visiting his uncle’s new grocery store. Thugs arrive demanding protection money and in the ensuing fight, Gray is hurt as he recuperates. Gray learns that a team of friends is facing grave danger on a mission in a tiny war torn African nation. Where an evil warlord is kidnapping boy soldiers to do his work in his bid for supremacy. Gray sets off on a rescue mission but with his attention now divided between two continents, events are spiraling out of control. Gray must fight to save all that is dear to him in Gray Retribution. The fourth book of the popular action packed Tom Gray series. Suspense builds to an unforgettable ending. Gray vengeance. The fifth book in the action-packed Tom Gray series leaves you breathless until the very last page. Gray Salvation. When the body of an MI5 operative is found floating in the Thames, Police from London’s most elite unit, the Special Cobras, find a significant clue nearby: Nikolai Sereyev. The MI5 informer and middle-level player in a Russian criminal organization. Both men have been brutally murdered. Andrew Harvey is tasked with finding his colleague’s killer and quickly uncovers a plot to assassinate a visiting dignitary on British soil. No sooner has he scraped the surface of the case than the tables are turned and he becomes a pawn in a game of international brinksmanship that leads all the way to the Kremlin. Harvey’s girlfriend Sarah also is a secret service operative. He is hot on her trail but when she too becomes compromised, Security Chief Veronica Ellis knows there is only one man she can turn to. He is a loose cannon but she needs his help to rescue her agent and prevent a full blown international incident. The trouble is Tom Gray has gone to ground. Finding him is just the beginning. The Delightful Christmas Series Books 4-6. Boxed Set. 2022-10-23. It’s the most wonderful time to read a box set of five magical Christmas romances that will get you into the holiday spirit. Merry Cowboy Christmas by Carolyn Brown. The night before Christmas and all through the house is the presence of one wickedly hot cowboy who
s come to stay for the holiday. Fiona Logan is everything Jud Dawson thought he’d never find but with wild weather nearby and a new baby in the family, getting her to admit that she’s falling in love might just take a Christmas miracle. Unwrapped by Katie Lane. Contractor Patrick McPherson is deeply committed to his bachelor lifestyle. No strings, no rings as the Christmas season approaches. However, Patrick still can’t quite forget Jacqueline Maguire. His curvaceous one night stand then when she shows up unexpectedly, all holiday hell breaks loose. Because this year Patrick is getting the biggest Christmas surprise of his life. Mistletoe Cottage by Debbie Mason. The season for love in Harmony Harbor but it’s the last place Sophie DiRossi wants to be. After fleeing many years ago, Sophie is forced to return to the town that harbors a million secrets. Firefighter Liam Gallagher still has some serious feelings for Sophie and seeing her again sparks a desire so fierce that it takes his breath away. Hoping for a little holiday magic, Liam sets out to show Sophie that they deserve a second chance. The perfect gift. The promise of a future spent together.
both of us now but is that enough

**Helping Your Child Overcome Reading Challenges** 2021-09-23 harlequin intrigue brings you three new titles at a great value available now enjoy these suspenseful reads packed with edge of your seat intrigue and fearless romance left to die a badge of honor mystery by rita herron when jane doe finds herself stranded in a shelter during a blizzard all she knows is that she has suffered a head injury and ranger fletch maverick saved her can they discover the truth about jane s past before an unseen enemy returns to finish what he started covert complication a badlands cop novel by nicole hollmanta nina oaks tried to forget agent cody wyatt but her old feelings come flooding back the moment she sees his face again now she s in danger and so is cody s daughter he ll do anything to protect them both even if that means confronting the most dangerous men in the badlands target on her back by julie miller after discovering her boss has been murdered professor gigi brennan becomes the killer s next target her best chance at survival is detective hudson kramer together can they figure out who s terrorizing her before their dreams of a shared future are over before they ve even begun look for harlequin intrigue s april 2020 box set 1 of 2 filled with even more edge of your seat romantic suspense look for 6 compelling new stories every month from harlequin intrigue

**Iced Tea Love Box Set** 2024-01-06 do you love stories with sexy romantic heroes who have it all wealth status and incredibly good looks harlequin desire brings you all this and more with these three new full length titles in one collection this box set includes in bed with his rival texas cattleman s club rags to riches by usa today bestselling author katherine garbera with a bitter legal battle between their families lawyer brian cooper knows he should stay away from piper holloway for piper having a fling with a younger man is fun until stunning truths are revealed now can she ever trust him with her heart slow burn dynasties seven sins by usa today bestselling author janice maynard jake lowell has been a globetrotting playboy for years ignoring all his family obligations until he learns his one hot night with hardworking designer nikki reardon resulted in a child will his history threaten a future with the woman who got away all he wants for christmas the sterling wives by karen booth andrew sterling wants one thing to destroy his dead brother s company but when his brother s widow miranda invites andrew over for the holidays attraction ignites he ll have to choose between the woman in his bed and the resentment that has guided him until now for more stories filled with scandal and powerful heroes look for harlequin desire s november 2020 box set 1 of 2

**The Night Before Christmas Box Set** 2018-11-23 the story of my daughter naomi and her battle with cancer she was just three when she was diagnosed the book is the record of things she went through through the eyes of me her mum

**Tom Gray Box Set Books 4 to 6** 2020-10-24 this cute little library includes six mini peppa pig classic fairy tale adventure books in a beautiful slipcase box join princess peppa pig and prince george in their wonderful fairy tale castle up in the clouds and read their stories time and time again based on the number one children s tv show peppa pig this lovely set of books is perfect for presents pocket money and party bags

**The Perfect Stranger Box Set (Book 1 - 3)** 2021-05-20 three cheers for three books in one these peppa pig tales are perfect for every little reader based on the hit tv show on nick jr harlequin intrigue april 2020 - box set 2 of 2 2020-04-01 the first three books in the riveting emily kincaid mystery series by elizabeth kane buzzelli every woman who s ever struggled with saying no fitting in and balancing independence against loneliness will adore first timer emily kirkus reviews dead dancing women following an ugly divorce and the death of her father emily kincaid decides what she needs most is peace and quiet and time to think so the part time journalist and full time struggling mystery writer relocates to a remote house in the woods of northern michigan when a severed head shows up in her garbage can emily knows she s been singled out and suddenly her peaceful solitude feels a lot like isolation and vulnerability knowing she ll have to root out a killer to save her peaceful paradise emily teams up with the cantankerous deputy dolly and begins navigating between eccentric town gossips and reclusive neighbors who would rather be left alone when the killer gets too close for comfort emily knows she ll have to put aside her fears before the natural life she s chosen comes to a grisly and very unnatural end dead floating lovers with a murderer behind bars emily kincaid is finally settling into what she hopes will be a peaceful new home in the remote woods of northern michigan and a burgeoning career as a mystery writer until foul weather friend deputy dolly wakowski shows up on her doorstep with frantic tales of a dead body and demands her help the receding waters of a local lake have revealed a bullet pierced skull and a keepsake and both could belong to a man dolly once loved and lost as emily reluctantly agrees to help another set of bones surface this time of an odawa indian girl it s not long before emily finds herself wading through dolly s painful past and digging into the town s dark history when the connection between the two victims points to an ugly truth that threatens to unravel dolly s world emily vows to sort through the clues and find a killer even if it breaks dolly s heart or costs them both their lives a mystery that keeps you guessing together with the story of a woman slowly finding her voice kirkus reviews dead dancing women
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slepping shaman the end timers a cult like group have descended on part time journalist and aspiring mystery author emily kincaid s small michigan town with dire warnings that the end of the world is just two weeks away the entire community has been disrupted by psychics cult followers believers and disbelievers alike but when emily s latest job assignment leads her to an eerily motionless woman propped against a tree she realizes that at least one person s world has come to an end too soon turning to her friend deputy dolly wakowski for help she s stunned to learn that dolly has turned in her badge and joined the cult leaving emily to fear for her friend s sanity and forcing her to try to solve the case on her own as the days tick away to the end of the world emily has to navigate her way through a crowd of true believers a group of shamanic well wishers and a suspiciously secretive cult leader to rescue her friend and catch a killer buzzelli s well crafted third emily kincaid features sharp prose and spirited characterizations publishers weekly readers will find the same strong sense of place and great characters that are hallmarks of sarah graves and philip craig library journal

Peppa; or, the Reward of Constant Love. A novel. Done out of French. With several songs set to music, for two voices. By a Young Gentlewoman 1689 in this special three book collection from usa today bestselling author debbie mason visit a town where love is just around the corner mistletoe cottage sophie dirossi loved growing up in harmony harbor but now it s the last place she wants to be left homeless by a fire she s forced to go back to the small coastal town that harbors a million secrets including her own sophie sees this secret reflected every day in her daughter s blue eyes and she must keep it hidden from the only man she has ever loved for liam gallagher seeing sophie again sparks a desire so fierce that it takes his breath away now he will do whatever it takes to show her that they deserve a second chance starlight bridge hidden in graystone manor is a book containing all the dark secrets of harmony harbor and ava dirossi is determined to find it no one especially not her ex husband griffin gallagher can ever discover what really tore her life apart all those years ago but what s never changed are the sexy sparks of attraction between ava and griffin and he won t give her up again without a fight he knows there s the real possibility of a future together if the truth doesn t burn the bridge between them forever primrose lane olympia davenport has finally gotten her life back together she s become harmony harbor s most sought after event planner and left her past behind her until she learns that she s now guardian of her ex s young daughter with her world spinning olivia doesn t have time for her new next door neighbor no matter how handsome he is dr finn gallagher would really like to be the shoulder olivia leans on and with a little help from some matchmaking widows and a precocious little girl finn might just win her over don t miss sugarplum way available in october 2017

Harlequin Desire November 2020 - Box Set 2 of 2 2020-11-01 a level media studies is a comprehensive guide to the subject content of as and a level media studies across all examining boards it is specifically designed to meet the needs of both students and teachers with an accessible writing style helpful notes on key theories and theorists and a range of learning exercises the book s overall approach is gradual immersion assuming no prior knowledge of the subject starting with an overview of the discipline the book moves on to develop increasingly sophisticated ideas whilst repeatedly reinforcing the basic principles of media studies each component of media studies is illustrated with practical examples and guided exercises that demonstrate the application of theories and concepts in addition numerous case studies offer examples of media studies in practice working through these examples students will acquire the skill set and confidence to tackle the analysis of media products and the discussion of media issues to the standard required at a level the focus is on contemporary media but there is also full acknowledgement of historical precedents as well as the significance of social cultural political and economic contexts with its clear structure and integrative approach a level media studies is the ideal introductory resource for students and teachers

Lumps and Bumps 2015-09-28 looking for heart racing romance and breathless suspense want stories filled with life and death situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous strong women and brave powerful men harlequin romantic suspense brings you all that and more with four new full length titles in one collection colton s ultimate test a the coltons of colorado novel by beth cornelison despite an awkward history with bar owner roman dimera morgan colton enlists his help in tracking down a dangerous fugitive as they work together the straightlaced lawyer and the ex con discover that opposites attract but morgan s past could be a bigger threat to their future than the fugitive they re tracking secret alaskan hideaway by karen whiddon dr mckenzie taylor travels to her new alaskan home and witnesses a terrible accident she feels compelled to take in a mysterious man with no memory as she protects her patient from oncoming threats she has to shield her heart against her growing attraction to the man with no name danger in big sky country a big sky justice novel by kimberly van meter when a beloved family is murdered in the middle of the night police detective luna griffin must work side by side with the victim s brother ben to bring the killer to justice with each turn more questions than answers are revealed the killer could end up costing them their lives but there s no turning back for luna or ben not even when their feelings for each other threaten to turn their worlds upside down booked to kill by danielle m haas
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widow Olivia Hickman's emotional attachment to a loft she can no longer afford forces her to rent the city home to tourists but when a killer stops at nothing to claim the loft as well as Olivia as his own she must dodge whatever it takes to survive including being a handsome detective who helps her stay out of danger.

**Fairy Tale Little Library** 2010-08-30 Artificial intelligence AI in its various forms includes machine learning chatbots, robots, agents, etc. is increasingly being seen as a core component of enterprise business workflow and information management systems. The current promise and hype around AI are being driven by software vendors, academic research projects, and startups. However, we posit that the greatest promise and potential for AI lies in the enterprise and its applications touching all organizational endeavors, including increasing business processes and workflow maturity. Coupled with recent trends in cloud computing, datafication, IoT, cybersecurity, and advanced analytics, there is an understanding that the challenges of tomorrow cannot be solely addressed by today's people processes and products. There is still considerable mystery, and fear about AI in today's world.

A considerable amount of current discourse focuses on a dystopian future that could adversely affect humanity. Such opinions with understandable fear of the unknown don't consider the history of human innovation, the current state of business, and technology. Or the primarily augmentative nature of tomorrow's AI.

This book demystifies AI for the enterprise. It takes readers from the basics of definitions and state-of-the-art to the multi-industry journey and concludes with expert advice on everything an organization must do to succeed along the way. We debunk myths, provide practical pointers, and include best practices with applicable vignettes. AI brings enterprise capabilities that promise new ways by which professionals can address both mundane and interesting challenges more efficiently, effectively, and collaboratively with humans. The opportunity for tomorrow's enterprise is to augment existing teams and resources with the power of AI in order to gain competitive advantage. Discover new business models or optimize new revenues and achieve better customer and user satisfaction.

**A Peppa Pig Collection (Peppa Pig)** 2020-06-02 From USA Today Best-Selling Author Kilby Blades the multi-award winning series that started it all—money can buy them anything—might just take a little work they're young. They're hot. They're filthy rich, and they're ready to take on the establishment along with anyone who messes with the people they love. Snapdragon, the rules are simple: unattached companionship, toe-curling sex, and a clean break whenever it ends. Either one can say the single word to end it. Snapdragon Chrysalis when taking a promotion in Sydney proves to be the biggest mistake of life. Michael must go to extremes to win Darby back but how will he fight for their love and protect her from her crooked politician? Father from half a world away. Vertical Jasmine is in desperate need of extraction from a high-end human trafficking bust gone wrong. She never should have taken on alone but there's only one man who can help her—Avi. She left him at the altar six months ago loaded a holiday romance when his grandmother summons him to an urgent family dinner. Marsh is forced to do the one thing he's been avoiding: bring his woke, black girlfriend home to his stuffy old money family with forced proximity and alcohol. What could possibly go wrong? Bonus holiday short sleigh my name: an extended holiday epilogue for Michael and Darby. That is exclusive to this set and not published anywhere else. Michael never forgave himself for the time he broke Darby's heart. No matter how fast he fixed his stupid decision to move away five years later he has a shot at orchestrating a do-over of one fateful night at the jingle ball. He'll pull off his grandest gesture yet.

**The Emily Kincaid Mysteries Boxed Set** 2017-07-18 Peppa and George love doing everything with their daddy painting pictures visiting the playground having picnics and playing sports together. Pepper and Daddy can do anything. Daddy pig is king of Peppa's world. The perfect present for Daddy pigs and little readers everywhere. Welcome to Harmony Harbor Box Set 2017-10-31 Harlequin presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This presents box set includes the Sheikh's Christmas. The bond of billionaires. By Sharon Kendrick. As the snow falls, innocent Olivia Miller finds a darkly handsome and compelling man on her doorstep. The Sheikh refused has arrived to whisk her off to his kingdom. And this time he won't take no for an answer. Their marriage will be real in every sense. Brazilian nine months notice. Hot Brazilian nights by Susan Stephens. Chambermaid Emma Fanethinks her best friend's wedding will be the perfect distraction until she spies Lucas Marcelos father to her unborn child. It only took onenight to change their lives now they have nine months to face the consequences. Bought for her innocence. Greek tycoons. Tamed by Tara Pammi. Jasmine Douglas is the only one who knows the darkness of Dmitry Karegas' past. But only Dmitry can help when she's forced to put her virginity up for sale. She must decide what to do with her and her innocence. Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin presents.

**Ellie the Pig Gets a New Brother** 2019-07-04 Love inspired brings you three new titles. Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness, and hope. The Amish Baker by Marie E. Bast. When his son breaks one
of baker sarah gingerich s prized possessions widower caleb brenneman insists the boy make amends by doing odd jobs in her bake shop while the child draws them together can they ever overcome their differing amish beliefs and become the perfect family her last chance cowboy big heart ranch by tina radcliffe with a new job at big heart ranch pregnant single mom hannah vincent is ready for a fresh start but as she and her boss horse trainer tripp walker grow closer hannah can t help but wonder if she s prepared for a new love season of hope by lisa jordan jake holland needs a piece of land for his farming program for disabled veterans but his ex wife owns it so they strike a deal she ll sell him the land if he renovates her home but can they resolve their past and long kept secrets for a second chance

A Level Media Studies 2019-07-09 looking for heart racing romance and breathless suspense want stories filled with life and death situations that cause sparks to fly between adventurous strong women and brave powerful men harlequin romantic suspense brings you all that and more with four new full length titles in one collection colton 911 agent by her side a colton 911 grand rapids novel by deborah fletcher mello fbi agent cooper winston is determined to take down a deadly pyramid scheme and pi kiely colton has the information to make that happen she s not going to let him push her out of the search but when danger flares they re forced to rely on each other and face the attraction they both fear colton storm warning a coltons of kansas novel by justine davis the last thing security expert ty colton wants is to play bodyguard for a spoiled heiress but just as he begins to discover that there s more to ashley hart than meets the eye the threats against her are acted on and the very weather itself tries to tear them apart family in the crosshairs a sons of stillwater novel by jane godman dr leon sinclair is trying to rebuild his life when dr flora monroe arrives in town and threatens his job and his peace of mind but flora and her twins are in danger and leon must face the demons of his past in order to keep them safe guarding his midnight witness an honor bound novel by anna j stewart the last time he lost a witness detective jack mctavish nearly lost his job now protecting greta renault an artist who witnessed a murder is his top priority as he s forced to choose between believing her and saving his career jack s decision could make the difference between life and death

Harlequin Romantic Suspense January 2023 - Box Set 2022-12-27
Demystifying AI for the Enterprise 2021-12-30
Gilded Love: The Complete Boxed Set 2021-11-30
Peppa Pig: My Daddy and Me 2020-05-14
Harlequin Presents November 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2 2015-11-01
Harlequin Love Inspired March 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2 2019-03-01
Peppa Pig: Peppa's Holiday Cruise 2023
Peppa at the Farm 2022
Harlequin Romantic Suspense October 2020 Box Set 2020-10-01